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President’s Report
11 Jan 2019

I refer you to the audited financial statements with accompanying notes for a detailed 
look at the structure and performance of the Society and its operations. I am proud to 
say that we managed to basically break even in the last financial year due to the hard 
work and initiative of both our office staff and our great volunteer base. Thanks as well 
to our sponsors!

Amongst our internal governance initiatives have been the introduction of a new Code 
of Conduct for members and the implementation of a comprehensive Memorandum 
of Understanding with the CSPG Foundation to pave the way for more stable and 
predictable funding for our outreach activities. We have developed a set of ground 
rules for working with our various technical divisions and committees. A climate change 
resource has been added to the website. We have recently initiated a strategic review 
entitled Vision 2025. And last, but of vital importance, our office staff ensure that we 
make all of the necessary regulatory submissions to maintain our status as a not-for-
profit organization. 

We are a member of the Geoconvention Partnership LLP with whom there are many 
ongoing interactions. We also have other business relationships with the CSEG, CWLS, 
AAPG, APEGA and the SPE as well as a myriad of other organizations. Planning for all 
of these activities often takes place years in advance and we cannot afford to take our 
eye off the ball as ideas evolve into execution. 

Our technical offerings are a mix of old and new. Division lunchtime talks are always a 
hit. Stalwarts like the Core Conference and our seasonal Education Committee cours-
es are ever-popular and contribute to the financial health of the Society. Our themed 
Gussow conferences continue to be popular, re-inventing themselves every year and 
also generating funds for the organization. Development of new initiatives such as 
this coming March’s Rock Analysis Workshop are essential as the types of plays being 
pursued in the basin change. Both volunteers and office staff are staying attuned to the 
evolution of the industry so that we can capture critical developments. As the Society 
has significant fixed costs, it is crucial that we stay alert and make the most of these 
technical and business opportunities.

The past year has flown by. Although I 
gained numerous insights during my 2017 
term as President-Elect, it has been only 
during my Presidential term that I’ve truly 
recognized how much the CSPG is like 
a business. By this I mean that we have 
strategic issues, we have people man-
agement issues, we have economic and 
profitability issues and we have regulatory 
issues. All of these balls must be juggled 
simultaneously. 

I was fortunate enough to have inherited 
a Board with many players continuing on 
in their roles. This provided substantial 
stability to our activities. I also had the 
good fortune of knowing most of these in-
dividuals from previous career and CSPG 
involvement and this provided an excel-
lent starting point for my term in office.

Clinton Tippett



Our office staff employ a rigorous costing methodology that is used to gauge the 
financial practicality of various activities and events. We ensure that we do not follow 
through on unprofitable initiatives simply through momentum. Sometime hard calls 
need to be made on marginal undertakings. 

I have also realized that the success of both new and ongoing projects often relies on 
the dedication of individuals. As examples I will mention David Garner and his role in 
the reservoir modelling versions of Gussow, Markus Ebner on the CSPG Calendar and 
David James on his 5-day clastics-related core workshop.

We have been wrestling with a new publication strategy that will impact all of our hard 
copy and digital offerings such as the Bulletin, the Reservoir and special publications. 
We are embarking on the publication of the “Go Take a Hike” volume, built on the popular 
series of articles published in the Reservoir, and hope that this will be a success both in 
hard copy and as a digital resource. Sponsorships for the hikes are moving along nicely.

Our volunteer base continues to be strong. We have a new Awards Task Force report 
whose recommendations are being instituted. We have seen the emergence of several 
new groups including GeoWomen and the Operations Geology Division. The various 
sporting events organized under the CSPG umbrella continue to attract eager participants. 

Outreach continues to evolve with strong support from the CSPG Foundation. It is 
great to see flagships such as the Student-Industry Field Trip being recognized across 
the country with solid brand recognition. Bringing programs and supporting activities of 
value at campuses across Canada are critical targets. In the closing hours of my tenure 
we also voted to implement across Canada a program called Fieldwork-based Research 
Awards for Undergraduate Students. This project is the brain-child of my predecessor, 
Mark Cooper, and is another example of an excellent initiative by an individual.

I did have a few concepts in mind when I joined the Executive. I don’t think that any of 
them were very farfetched but just the same I have made minimal progress on them to 
date. They include strengthening the historical records of the CSPG as a part of the long 
term preparations for our 100th anniversary in 2027, initiating the creation of a book for 
the public on how river systems work as a guide to dealing with events like the floods 
of 2013, and a push to encourage more diversity in our profession, in particular by 
exposing more First Nations students to geoscience. I believe that one of the reasons 
that we face opposition in our industrial sector is that the aboriginal community often 

does not understand what we do and how 
we do it. Having said all of this, perhaps 
as I enter my Past-President term I will 
have more time to focus on these ideas.

In closing I’s like to say that I’m proud to 
be a petroleum geologist. Looking to the 
future there may be initiatives to merge 
us with our technical cousins. I’d say “let’s 
co-operate” by all means but let’s not do 
things that erase our professional identity – 
even if it means getting somewhat smaller 
as an organization.

As many of you know, I have an interest 
in the history of the petroleum industry, 
including that of the CSPG. The evolution 
of the Society has, in many ways, tracked 
the ups and downs of our industry and 
today is no exception. The industry is 
struggling and the CSPG has done like-
wise. However, as our financial results 
have shown, we have made substantial 
progress re-establishing ourselves and I 
hope that the industry will soon reach its 
own new equilibrium.

I would like to thank Lis Bjeld, our office 
staff, and the past and present Executives 
and the Boards for their hard work and 
support over the last year.
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Finance Report
Fiscal Year: 1 Sep 2017 – 31 Aug 2018

Jim Barclay

Previous Boards and Finance Directors, such as Shelley Leggitt and Scott Leroux, made 
very tough decisions to decrease the society’s expenses in the last few years and that 
positioned us well to weather the recent difficult years. 

We have used $728,862 of our reserves to weather out this economic downturn!

This fiscal year’s budgeted loss was -$24,386. CSPG staff were able to raise significant 
revenues and we obtained better than budgeted revenue from GeoConvention, Core 
Conference, Education programs and E-Communications. Compared to the last fiscal 
year, the activities workload for staff became more manageable with two staff members 
returning from maternity leaves. This allowed them to run CSPG activities more efficiently 
and gave more time to obtain new revenues and generate more sponsorship for activ-
ities. Staff focus for 2017-2018 was more on developing income than in the past three 
years when the focus was more on cost reduction. 

The audited financials show an operating surplus of $11,355 before the unrealized loss of 
-$23,168 required by accounting standards to show the reader the value of investments 
on August 31st, 2018 as though they were sold on that date. Therefore, audited financial 
statements show a loss of -$11,813. The unrealized “loss” is on paper only as those 
investments have not been sold. The audited statements as prepared by Kenway Mack 
Slusarchuk Stewart LLP are available on the cspg.org website. 

Investment portfolios are conservatively invested with an overall asset mix of approxi-
mately 80% Fixed Income and up to 20% Equities. Funds in our “Restricted Account” 
and “Operating Account” are held in conservative investments, mainly GICs or cash 
instruments. These accounts cannot drop in value due to market volatility as set out by 
the guidelines under which they were provided to the CSPG or are needed for planned 
operating expenditures.

Savings during profitable past years has positioned the CSPG with an Internally Restricted 
fund of $844K (vs. $820K fiscal yearend 2017) and an Unrestricted fund of $795K (vs. 
$823K fiscal yearend 2017). All assets totalled $2,400K (vs. $2,318K fiscal yearend 
2017). Membership is a key component in the society - In Transition programs and the 
efforts of Membership Director Laurie Brazzoni in attracting new members have kept 
membership quite stable (2,637 in August 2018 vs. 2,607 in September 2017).

The slogan above summarizes this year’s 
approach to managing finances in yet 
another difficult year for our society 
and our industries. After three years of 
significant losses, the Board and CSPG 
staff continued to manage our finances 
conservatively and essentially achieved a 
break-even fiscal year for 2017-2018. The 
chart below shows the dramatic swings 
that have occurred in our profits and how 
we are returning to a break-even status. 

Plan for  
break-even and 
look for revenue  

everywhere!
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CSPG is a Not-For-Profit society and our success is not measured by profits but rather  
by our ability to maximise the services provided for the income received. We are a 
Technical Society and our mission is to advance the professions of the energy geosci-
ences. We believe that we have done an excellent job adhering to our mandate while 
managing some challenging years. We used over $725K of our reserves to maintain 
services during this economic downturn and to help our members who were In Transition.

Some highlights of activities from Fiscal 2017-2018 include: 

• 7 Technical Luncheons 
• 46 Technical Divisions talks 
• 7 Fall, 9 Spring and 5 General Education Courses
• 2 Special Bulletin Issues on the Montney Play of Western Canada
• 6 themed issues of the Reservoir
• 2017 Gussow Conference on Subsurface Hydrocarbon Movement (82 attendees)
• GeoConvention 2018
• CSPG Core Conference 
• 4 sporting events: Road Race & Fun Run, Squash Tournament, Mixed Golf and 

Classic Golf Tournaments.

In 2019, Ray Geuder will be assuming the Finance Director role and Kelty Latos will be 
the Finance Director-Elect. Their experience in the CSPG, particularly with Core Confer-
ences, will be a great benefit.

It is the work of our staff, volunteers, Board and sponsors that give us the success of 
CSPG’s many activities and also allowed us to break even. I’d like to thank Lis Bjeld and 
the staff in the CSPG office – this has been a hard-working year with the focus on raising 
revenues while maintaining the large portfolio of CSPG activities. Our volunteers are 
the lifeblood of the CSPG and it’s technical and social activities. All these people are 
the unsung heroes of the CSPG. Thank you!!

Jim Barclay Finance Director, 2018

(on behalf of the CSPG Finance Committee)

Sources

Audited financial statements (August 31, 2018) Kenway 

Mack Slusarchuk Stewart LLP.

2017 Financial Overview, Shelley Leggitt, January/Febru-

ary 2018 Reservoir

YTD net profit projection 2018 FY 08.31.2018.pdf (internal 

document)

CSPG - Past Presidents (Dinner) Slides.Fi-

nal.20181016.12.00.pptx (Clint Tippett, October, 2018)

Income Statement comparison 2018-2017-2016-2015 and 

pie charts.xls (internal document)

Ray Geuder Finance Director-Elect, 2018 
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Gussow 2017
Co-Chairs: Andy Mort, Martin Fowler and Milovan Fustic

The 2017 Gussow Conference took place at the Banff Centre from October 10 to 12, 
2017. There were 67 full conference attendees and 15 people who attended for one 
of the days. The theme of the conference was ‘Subsurface Hydrocarbon Movement’, 
a very appropriate topic for a Gussow Meeting bearing in mind the huge impact that 
William Gussow had on this topic with his theory of differential entrapment (‘fill and 
spill’). Clint Tippett, incoming CSPG President, launched the meeting with a summary 
of Gussow’s career that included some personal anecdotes.

The meeting was divided into five sessions that covered the fundamentals of hydrocar-
bon movement, experimental studies, basin modelling, surface expressions of migra-
tion and case studies. Each session consisted of five to seven diverse talks followed 
by a session debate with a panel of the presenters. The speakers, many preeminent 
in their field, represented industry, academia and government institutions from eight 
different countries, adding a real international flavor to the meeting. Discussions were 
spirited but conducted in a respectful way. There were also 14 posters, presented 
mostly by students.

The conference chairs would like to thank the CSPG for allowing us to organize this 
meeting and especially Candace Jones and Kristy Casebeer for doing much of the lo-
gistical organization, our sponsors (Statoil, Enlighten Geoscience and AGAT Laborato-
ries), Steve Grasby for giving the Conference dinner talk and the Banff Centre for their 
excellent hospitality. 



Core Conference 2018
May 10-11, 2018
Co-Chairs: Adam Fraser and Christa Williams
Committee: Kelsea Pedersen, Brent Kuntz, Ray Geuder, Liese Mclaren, Chad Bobier, Tom Plumridge, Kelty Latos

CSPG Core Conference 
2018 Wrap Up: Rocks 101 
– Back to Basics

The annual CSPG Core Conference was once  
again a success, held at the world class AER  
Core Research facility May 10-11th, 2018 
here in Calgary. Our focus this year was to 
challenge delegates to get back to the rocks  
and refresh their current understanding, so 
that new opportunities are discovered or new  
approaches to existing plays can be used. 
This year’s theme, Rocks 101; Back to ba-
sics, highlighted the challenges in analysis 
and interpretation all Geoscientists strive 
to navigate. With unconventional plays 
continuing to evolve as critical energy 
sources, as well as the enduring nature of 
many of our existing conventional reservoirs, 
our industry is challenged to continue to 
unlock additional potential by revisiting 
the rocks and extracting new ideas to find 
opportunity where others have not.

This year’s conference had a total of 750 
registered attendees, and attracted a great  
deal of attention and conversation around 
some of the industry’s hot spots in the 
Montney, Duvernay, Cardium, and Charlie  
lake plays. As well as highlighting new 

learnings and applications in the Oil Sands, Viking, Falher and Carbonate plays 
throughout our prominent basins. This year’s program consisted of twenty one pre-
sentations from all across Canada, with an added international twist from Turkey. The 
breadth of knowledge presented this year was outstanding. Delegates were able to 
take away new and different ideas that they can apply directly to their day to day work, 
re-connect with old colleagues and make new connections. 

Core Conference would not have been possible without all our sponsors; Tourmaline 
(Title sponsor), AGAT Laboratories (for an always great core meltdown), Weatherford 
(delicious BBQ lunches), Core Laboratories (for keeping us happy with coffee and sweets), 
Loring Tarcore and DigitCore, Reservoir Group, Rockhound Advisory Corp, Freehold 
Royalties, Enersoft, Freeman Audio Visual and the Alberta Energy Regulator, for which 
we are extremely grateful for their ongoing support. We would also like to extend our 
thanks to the CSPG staff, especially Candace Jones for organizing the logistics of the 
conference, all members of the organizing committee, and Ashley Moisson and the staff 
at the AER. Finally, many thanks to all of the fantastic presenters, without which we would 
not have had the outstanding technical content and program to share with all our delegates. 

We would like to congratulate this year’s Core Conference Award winners: 

BEST CORE PRESENTATION
Gord Stabb & Michael Webb  Abstract Title: Geologic Considerations of shallow SAGD Caprock; Seal Capacity, 

Seal Geometry and Seal integrity, Athabasca Oilsands, Alberta Canada

BEST STUDENT CORE PRESENTATION
Sarah Schultz  Abstract Title: Delta Accumulation an Along Strike Facies Variations across a Structurally Controlled 

Area of the Viking Formation, Central Alberta

Next year will mark the 50th year of the CSPG Core Conference! We look forward to another 
strong technical program with a diverse and always interesting display of core and talks. 



GeoConvention 2018

GeoConvention was held 7-11 May 2018 at 
the TELUS Convention Centre in Calgary.  

Click on the red button to view the 2018 
Abstracts online.

https://www.geoconvention.com/conference/abstract-archives/2018-abstracts.html
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Technical Luncheons
Chair: Chad Glemser

Date Speaker Title
 12 Sep 2017 Charles Sternbach Permian Basin (Prototype Super Basin) and Other Superbasins: Discovery Thinking, 

Innovation, and Lessons

 24 Oct 2017 Barry Jay Katz Anatomy of a Petroleum Source Rock 

 21 Nov 2017 Melinda Yurkowski The Current State of Saskatchewan’s Oil and Gas Industry 

 7 Dec 2017 Michael Blum Organization and Reorganization of Rivers and Sediment Routing though time: Exam-
ples from the Gulf of Mexico Mississippi System, Geologic Past to Near Future

 23 Jan 2018 John-Paul Zonneveld Developing a Sedimentologic and Stratigraphic Framework for the Falher G and Falher 
H Sandstone Successions in the Greater Kakwa Area, Alberta 

 20 Feb 2018 Bruce Hart Ice Age and the Giant Bakken Oil Accumulation 

 13 Mar 2018 Thomas E. Ewing A Tale of Two Basins: Sources and Timing of Petroleum and Natural Gas Generation in 
the Mature Gulf Coast/Gulf of Mexico and West Texas (Permian) Basins

 17 Apr 2018 Thomas Hadlari Canol Formation Oil Shale, Exhumations Charge and Regional Geology of the Central 
Mackenzie, NWT 

Honourary Address Luncheon
On December 7, 2017 the CSPG welcomed Dr. Mike Blum, University of Kansas, as the speaker for the 2017 Honourary Address. 
Blum is the Ritchie Distinguished Professor in the Department of Geology at the University of Kansas. The title of Blum’s talk was  
Organization and Reorganization of Rivers and Sediment Routing Through Time: Examples from the Gulf of Mexico Mississippi 
System, Geologic Past to Near Future. 

376 registrants (282 CSPG members, 17 non-members, 15 Student members, 62 In-Transition members) attended the 2017  
Honourary Address which was supported by the CSPG Foundation by providing funding for the speaker honorarium, In-Transition 
CSPG member tickets and CSPG Student member tickets.  



Technical Divisions

Date Speaker Title

 14 Sep 2017 Richard D. Sereda  
Leucrotta Exploration Inc.

The Lower Montney Turbidite Complex of Northwest Alberta and Northeast British 
Columbia Evolution of an Oil and Gas Play from Conventional to Unconventional

 30 Oct 2017 Godfried Wasser, Dana 
Kinnaird, Shpetim Cobaj 
Eucalyptus Consulting Inc.

Montney- From the Rock to the Log 2

 22 Nov 2017 Sarah K. Schultz, 
James A. MacEachern, 
H. Daniel Gibson 
Simon Fraser University

Reactivation of Precambrian Basement Structures and its Effects on the Regional 
Sequence Stratigraphy Along the Judy Creek- Joarcam Paleoshoreline Trend, Viking 
Formation, Central Alberta

 6 Dec 2017 Christopher Clarkson 
University of Calgary

Impact of Entrained Hydrocarbon and Organic Matter Components on Reservoir  
Quality of Organic-Rich Shales

 17 Jan 2018 Dale A. Leckie 
University of Calgary

Rocks, Ridges and Rivers: Geological Wonders of Banff, Yoho and Jasper National Parks

 28 Feb 2018 Tristan Euzen IFP Technolo-

gies, Tom Moslow Moslow 

Geoscience, Mark Caplan 
Cenovus Energy Inc.

The Montney Play of Western Canada: Deposition to Development

 29 Mar 2018 Benoit Beauchamp 
University of Calgary

Early Carboniferous Syn-Rift Sedimentation in the Sverdrup Basin (Northern Ellesmere 
Island, Arctic Canada): A Solution to the “Okse Bay” Problem

 18 Apr 2018 Brian A. Zaitlin
Zaitlin Geoconsulting Ltd.

Changes in Depositional Style between the Underfilled and Overfilled Western Canada 
Sedimentary Basin Foreland Basin

Basin Analysis and Sequence Stratigraphy (BASS)
Co-Chairs: Mark Caplan and Steve Donaldson



Date Speaker Title
 25 Sep 2017 Mehdi Rezvandehy 

University of Alberta

Optimum Permeabiltiy Modeling with Image Logs

 29 Nov 2017 Hojjat Khani  
University of Calgary

Geologically Consistent History Matching of SAGD Process using Probability  
Perturbation Method

 29 Mar 2018 Maryam Hadavand  
University of Alberta

Integration of Geophysical Data into Multivariate Geostatistical Modeling

Geomodeling
Chair: Weishan Ren

Date Speaker Title
 6 Sep 2017 Jon Noad  

DigitCore Institute for Learning

Incised Valley Fills in the Oil Sands and Elsewhere in Alberta

 8 Nov 2017 Joe Ramoin  

Core Lab Canada

Digital Rock Characterization: A Powerful Tool for Core Characterization and Quantifi-
cation of Rock Properties

 6 Dec 2017 Division Holiday Social

 14 Mar 2018 Roland DeBruyn  

Transworld Technologies Inc.

The BioEOR Process for Improving Performance of Mature Heavy Oil Waterfloods

Heavy Oil / Oilsands
Chair: Randy Smith

Date Speaker Title
 18 Jan 2018 Jamie Wills  

Waterline Resources Inc.

The Critical Importance of Hydrogeology to WCSB Development

 7 Mar 2018 Laurra Olmsted  
UniWater Education Limited

A Novel Approach to Solving Water Challenges in Africa

Hydrogeology
Chair: Jamie Wills  



Date Speaker Title
 15 Nov 2017 Dr. Jagoš R. Radović Recent Advancements in Organic Geochemistry: An Invaluable Tool for Energy and 

Environment Applications

 6 Dec 2017 Heiner Klein Tales from the City of Angels Land of Smiles A Lighthearted Lookback at  
Working in Thailand

 10 Jan 2018 Jürgen Kraus  

Franconia Geoscience Ltd.

Hydrocarbon Exploration in a Multiply Overprinted Caledonian Continental Collision 
Zone in the German Baltic Sea: Current Status

 21 Feb 2018 Scott Gardiner International Unconventional: Global Endowment & Investment Challenges in Shale/
Tight Oil & Gas

 14 Mar 2018 Curtis Evert  

Sherritt International Corp.

Cuba- 26 Years and 225 Million Barrels Later

International
Co-Chairs: Jürgen Kraus and Kevin Morrison

Date Speaker Title
 31 Jan 2018 Craig Forrest, Baker 

Hughes A GE Company

Logistical Challenges of a World-Record 207m Coring Run

 14 Feb 2018 Calin Dragoie 

Chinook Consulting Services

Geosteering: What Works, What Doesn’t

 15 Mar 2018 Amy D. Fox  
Enlighten Geoscience ltd.

Can Geomechanics Improve Your Drilling and Completions? Spoiler Alert- Yes

Operations
Chair: Kurt Armbruster

Date Speaker Title
 1 Nov 2017 William Jamison  

Upper Crust Inc., 
Ali Azad Shell Canada

The Hydraulic Fracture- Natural Fracture Network Configuration in Shale Reservoirs: 
Identifying Limited Factors

 14 Dec 2017 Jean-Yves Chatellier Horizontal Detachments, Planes of Weaknesses and Layer-parallel Shortening in Shale: 
Recognition Criteria and Potential Impact on Hydrocarbon Exploration and Production

Structural
Chair: Pat Fothergill



Date Speaker Title
 20 Oct 2017 Jason D. Pardo  

University of Calgary

A Paleozoic Origins of Modern Amphibians

 17 Nov 2017 Robert Kuchinski Exploring the Fossils of the Middle East Anticlines

 17 Nov 2017 James Campbell  
Ph.D. candidate, UofC

Plesiosaur (Reptilia: Sauropterygia) Body Size Comparisons between Marine and 
Non-marine Depositional Environments

 19 Jan 2018 Clinton Turner (9yr old)

Hillhurst Elementary,

Allan Turner

The Ankylo Question

 19 Jan 2018 Dr. Eva Koppelhus 
University of Alberta

Palaeontological Expeditions to Western Greenland in 2014 and 2017

 9 Feb 2018 Cory Gross  

Alberta Palaeontological Society

Sea Monsters on the Prairies: A Visit to the Canadian Fossil Discovery Centre

 9 Feb 2018 Jon Noad After the Extinction: Macrofossils of the Triassic Sulphr Mountain Formation in Kananaskis

 17 Mar 2018 Various Speakers
see PALEO 2018 table

PALEO 2018

 20 Apr 2018 Georgia Hoffman Adventures in the Waterways Formation: Bagging Brachiopods along the Athabasca 
River

 20 Apr 2018 Guy Santucci Fossils of the East Kootenays and Recent Research

Palaeontology
Chair: Jon Noad



Speaker Title
Wayne Haglund 

Mount Royal University

Mount Royal University’s Cretaceous Land Exhibit

Richard McCrea 
Peace Region Palaeontology 

Research Centre, BC

On the Trail of Dinosaurs from Western Canada

Emily Bamforth 

Royal Saskatchewan Museum at 

the T. Rex Discovery Centre

Where the Sharks and Centrosaurs Play: The Northeastern-most Exposures of the Dinosaur Park Forma-
tion in Western Saskatchewan

Tammy Pigeon 
Peace Region Palaeontology 

Research Centre, BC

British Columbia’s First Dinosaur Skull:  From Discovery to Preparation

Michael Wilson 

Paleontological and  

Geoarchaelogical consultant

The Bighill Creek Formation (Lake Pleistocene) of Alberta and its Vertebrate Palaeofauna: Endangered 
Resources

Francois Therrien 

Royal Tyrell Museum  

of Palaeontology

Faunal and Climate Change at the End of the Cretaceous: The Alberta Perspective

Lisa Buckley 
Peace Region Palaeontology 

Research Centre, BC

Birding by Foot: Variation in the Preservation of Modern Bird Tracks and Identifying Fossil Bird Tracks

Jon Noad 

Univesity of Alberta

Almost like Being There: New Approaches to Deciphering Animal Behaviour from Trace Fossils

Aaron van der Reest 
University of Alberta

Soft Tissues in the Geological Record: The Next Generation of Palaeontology

Darren Tanke 
Royal Tyrrell Museum  

of Palaeontology

Depth Charges, Dinosaurs and Lost Love Found: Amateur Fossil Collector Maurice Stefanuk (1924-2016)

PALEO 2018
17-18 Mar 2018



Fall Education Week
Co-Chairs: Michelle Hawke and Jeanine Vany

Date Instructor Title
 11 Oct 2017 Trisha MacDonald Fundamentals of Reserve Estimation in Unconventional Plays

 16-20 Oct 2017 David James Clastic Exploration School

 17-18 Oct 2017 David Garner Basics of Geomodeling

 18 Oct 2017 ROGII Advanced GeoSteering

 19 Oct 2017 Chris Clarkson Tight Rock Core Analysis

 1 Nov 2017 Mark Thomas What Makes Unconventional Reservoirs…..Unconventional?

 22-24 Nov 2017 David Garner Fundamentals of Geostatistics

Spring Education Week
Chair: Amy Fox

Date Instructor Title

 23 Apr 2018 Mike Cook East Vs. West, A Duvernay Core Workshop

 26 Apr 2018 Mehrbod Soltani An Intro to In-Situ Stress Characterization for Unconventional Plays

 30 Apr 2018 Per Kent Pedersen Sedimentology, Stratigraphy, Reservoir Characterization and Fairways of the Tight 
Oil Cardium Play

 1 May 2018 Kyle Ulch CT and NMR for Reservoir Characterization

 1 May 2018 Kim Kingsmith At Your Disposal: An Introduction to Responsible Oil & Gas Waste Fluid Disposal

 3 May 2018 Mark Cooper and 
Marian Warren

Understanding Naturally Fractured Rocks

 16 May 2018 Christopher Clarkson Tight Rock Core Analysis

 4 Jun 2018 Peter Hews Shales, Siltstones and Unconventional Reservoirs- The Value of Drill Cuttings

 13 Jun 2018 David Garner Basics of Geomodeling- An Overview 2018
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University Outreach
2018 CSPG University Outreach Program

AWARDS/SCHOLARSHIPS SUMMARY

Grant Winner
Regional Event Grant University of New Brunswick

West Event Grant University of Alberta

East Event Grant Dalhousie University

Central Event Grant University of Ottawa/Carleton

Student Event Grant Winners
Winner Attending
Talia Bobenic St. Francis Xavier University

Mitchell Davidson McMaster University

Mitchell Dore University of Alberta

Osman Molum University of Calgary

Undergraduate Scholarship Winners

STUDENT CONFERENCES SUMMARY
• The 54th WIUGC (Western Inter-University GeoSciences Conference) was hosted by the University of Regina DM Kent Club 

from January 10 to 13, 2018.
• The 67th Annual AUGC (Atlantic Universities Geoscience Conference) was held October 26-28, 2017 and was hosted by Me-

morial University of Newfoundland. For a summary of the event click here.
• AESRC (Advances in Earth Science Research Conference) was hosted by University of Ottawa from March 23rd-March 25th, 

2018. It was well attended by undergraduates, graduates and post doc with over 75 technical talks and poster presentations. 
The sessions covered seven themes; Igneous and Metamorphic, Hydrogeology, Sedimentology, Economic Geology, Paleontol-
ogy, Environmental and Geophysics. CSPG was a sponsor and attended the conference engaging students and educating them 
about the CSPG and the benefits of being a student member. Promoting the Energy Industry and awarded $500 for the best 
petroleum presentation to Sawyer Stoyanovich for his presentation on “Understanding the fate and behaviour of dilute bitumen 
spilled in freshwater systems”.



SASAN GHANBARI LECTURE TOUR

Sasan toured the West coast, visiting Simon Fraser University, Mount Royal Universi-
ty, University of Calgary, and the University of Alberta of which he is an alumnus. His 
lecture included discussion around what has changed in the geoscientist profession, 
survival tips, and the importance of broadening your knowledge by gaining understand 
of multiple disciplines. The reaction from students was very positive, with lots of ap-
preciation for the advice on industry, general career tips, and finance. Sasan has been 
working with Roxar Software Solutions (a business unit of Emerson Automation Solu-
tions), since 2004.  

“Talk was a very honest view on what we as students can expect after graduation. It was a refreshing alternative to the 

technical talks we are used to.”

“It’s great to hear someone talk bluntly about the industry and the ups and downs. Sasan didn’t sugar coat anything, 

instead he gave us valuable advice on how to succeed in our chosen discipline.”

“I think I learned more about finances in that one talk than all of my undergraduate years.”

“I sincerely hope CSPG will organize a similar talk again in the future.”

NIKOLE BINGHAM LECTURE TOUR

Nikole Bingham-Koslowski was asked by the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists 
(CSPG) to take part in their University Outreach Lecture Tour and speak to schools in 
Ontario and western Quebec about her experiences as an early career geoscientist. 
She presented lectures at the University of Western Ontario in London, Ontario on 
February 9th, at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario on February 12th, at McGill 
University in Montreal, Quebec on February 13th, at Carleton University in Ottawa, On-
tario on February 14th, and at the University of Toronto in Toronto, Ontario on February 
15th. She spoke to the students about her choices in academia, her industry internship 
experience, her struggles with unemployment, as well as her current research with the 
Geological Survey of Canada. Her talk offered advice on finding a job, staying relevant 
during an industry downturn, and current student opportunities available through the 
Geological Survey of Canada. Nikole capped the tour off with a visit to her high school, 
Thomas A. Stewart Secondary School (TASSS), in Peterborough, Ontario on February 16th.  
She spoke to five Grade 10 science classes (over three periods) about basic principles of  
geology with a focus on interpreting ancient environments from sedimentary rocks. 

STUDENT LECTURE TOURS SUMMARY

The CSPG University Outreach Committee 
would like to thank this year’s volunteers 
for their time and thoughtful insights 
offered to Geoscience students across 
Canada. Three speakers provided lectures 
for the 2018 CSPG University Lecture Tour, 
Sasan Ghanbari, P. Eng., visited Western 
schools; Nikole Bingham, PhD, P.GEO, 
visited Central schools; Bryce Jablonski, 
MSc, P.GEO, visited East coast schools. 

The committee requested that lecturers 
discuss the current climate of the oil and 
gas industry, deviating from the techni-
cal presentations that generally provide 
students with insight into specific proj-
ects the speakers have worked on. This 
new approach offered students a fresh 
perspective from experienced industry 
professionals on how to attack looking for 
work upon graduation.



Nikole also addressed two Grade 12 university science courses about life in university 
and shared with them her experiences from school, through unemployment, to working 
at the Geological Survey of Canada. Taking part in this tour provided Nikole with an in-
credible opportunity to give back to the schools that helped foster her love for science 
(TASSS, Queen’s, and Western in particular) and for that she is very grateful. With the 
support of the GSC and CSPG she was able to connect with students and hopefully 
offer encouraging and useful advice as they embark on their own career journeys. 

BRYCE JABLONSKI LECTURE TOUR

A familiar face at the CSPG, Bryce Jablonski of Devon Energy took his invaluable  
career advice on the road in winter 2018, lecturing at Memorial University in St. John’s,  
Dalhousie University in Halifax, Acadia University in Wolfville, St. FX University in An-
tigonish and UNB in Fredericton. Taking a practical approach to the energy industry, 
Bryce spoke frankly about the past 10 year’s record high oil prices and depressed lows, 
discussed how transport capacity and strict and necessary environmental regulations 
result in the sale of Canadian oil at discount about challenges he has faced in his own 
career. Additionally, he explained that geology is in the midst of a data revolution, 
as new geoscience software allows for unprecedented data collection and analysis. 
Building on these factors in the changing game of petroleum geology and the realities 
facing students, Bryce advised on building blocks students can focus on today that will 
help them create a toolkit to improve their chances of success in an increasingly com-
petitive Canadian Oil Industry. With rave reviews from both professors and students alike 
– Bryce’s talk no doubt left a lasting impression and advised students to up their quota of 
technology, economics and data analysis skills while they still have the resources at their 
fingertips in university. 

SUMMER STUDENT FIELD TRIP

On August 9th, 32 students and young professionals, led by Kevin Root and John 
Weissenberger from Gran Tierra went on a one day field trip. The students and YGPs 
were taken to examine Devonian, Mississippian and Cretaceous strata at Jura Creek 
and Seebe Dam. These strata both conventional and unconventional reservoirs in the 
subsurface of Western Canada Sedimentary. The first stop was at Seebe Dam to ob-
serve Tertiary thrust structures at Mount Yamnuska and in the front Ranges to west. 
The following three stops were along Jura creek where the Wabamun deposition and 
Exshaw type section were discussed.



Student Industry Field Trip (SIFT)
Co-Chairs: Jesse Schoengut and Vanessa Huey

The student industry field trip (SIFT) was 
first run in 1977 as a means to introduce 
geology students from across Canada to 
the Canadian petroleum industry. Build-
ing on the 40-year tradition of SIFT, we 
had 32 students from 30 different Univer-
sities across Canada to Calgary attend 
SIFT from April 30 to May 13, where they 
were given a jam-packed, two week crash 
course in the role of an oil and gas geolo-
gist. In attendance was a combination of 
second-, third-, and fourth year students, 
with a variety of geologic backgrounds: 
soft rock, hard rock, hydrogeology, geo-
logical engineering, and even a geophys-
icist. Over the two weeks, the students 
attended lectures and seminars taught 
by industry experts, went on field trips to 
Dinosaur Provincial Park and through the 
Rocky Mountains, and had the opportuni-
ty to attend both GeoConvention and the 
Core Conference. 

For the duration of SIFT, the students are 
teamed up to form their own oil and gas 
exploration companies and tackle the 
Exploration Game. Throughout the game 
they use real well data to explore and 
exploit the complex play in the area. For 
many individuals, this is the first time that 
they have ever had to interpret a well log! 
They are not only forced to use their geo-
logical skills to map and correlate the pay 
intervals, but must also navigate their way 

through land sales, drilling and recompleting wells, and swap/farm in deals with other 
companies. For the majority of the students, this is their first exposure to the role of an 
Exploration Geoscientist, as is quickly evident after the first land sale where sections 
sold for ~$100,000/ha! At the end of the two weeks, they present their geological in-
terpretation, play overview, and financial summary to their Board of Directors – a panel 
of industry professionals – and awards are presented to the team with the best techni-
cal presentation (the Bill Ayrton Award) and the best financial standing (the Larry Strong 
Award). We would like to congratulate our Technical Award-winning team ONEX: Ruth 

Students on field trip to Dinosaur Provincial Park (Photo credit: Vanessa Huey)



Orlóci-Goodison (Lakehead University), 
Khushmeet Gill (University of Waterloo), 
Alexandra Gray (University of New Bruns-
wick), and Emily Archibald (Brock Universi-
ty), and our Financial Award-winning team 
(who were able to turn a $170,000 profit!) 
SACKs: Austin Goncalves (University of 
Manitoba), Charlotte Stone (Laurentian 
University), Sean Freeborne (St. Francis 
Xavier University), and Stephanie Quach 
(Simon Fraser University). 

SIFT would not be successful without the 
help and hard work of our volunteer com-
mittee. Planning for the following years 
SIFT begins immediately when the current 
year’s ends, and organizing the different 
speakers, booking accommodations and 
meals, and coordinating the activities and 
movements of 32 students for 2 weeks is 
a huge task. We were fortunate enough to 
have over 30 people on our planning and 
organizing committee, and an additional 
40 people volunteer to give lectures, sem-
inars, run the field trips, and come out at 
night to help the students at the Explora-
tion Game. It’s a fortunate position to be 
in when the list is too large to thank each 
one of them individually, but we want 
everyone to know we really appreciate all 
the hard work they put in.

SIFT would also like to thank the financial 
and in-kind support that was received 

again this year from numerous companies and individuals. The majority of SIFT is 
sponsored by the CSPG Foundation and their goal of supporting University Outreach 
programs that help to advance and raise awareness of geoscience in the petroleum 
industry. Financial support from industry was again strong this year, and we would 
like to thank Imperial, Husky, Devon, Nexen, Canbriam, CNRL, Repsol, Birchcliff, and 
Saguaro for their help in funding the program. The University of Calgary made a signif-
icant in-kind donation of allowing us to use their classrooms and meeting rooms for the 
Exploration Game. We would also like to thank Nexen, Grizzly, and Tangle Creek for 
participating in the job program this year.

It is always rewarding to hear students talk about how participating in SIFT changed 
their outlook on a career as an oil and gas Geoscientist, or how it changed their  
perspective on classes to take the following year in University. For many of the  
students it is their first time gaining a “real world” outlook on their potential future 
career, and the opportunity to network and ask questions and mingle with industry 
professionals is invaluable. 

The 2018 SIFT committee would again like to thank all of the volunteers and sponsors, 
and congratulate all of the 2018 SIFTee’s for the hard work and effort they put in over 
the two weeks – we hope that some of the things you learn stick with you throughout 
your career, and that they friendships you made will last for years to come. Vanessa and 
I would also like to wish Colin Etienne and Nicole Hunter luck as they take over as co-
chairs for SIFT in 2019.

REPORT WRITTEN BY CO-CHAIRS 
Jesse Schoengut and Vanessa Huey



Distinguished Lecturer Program
Chair: Andrew Fox  |  Speaker: Dr. Lindsay Dunn

ABSTRACT

Fifty Shades of Grey: From Pore to Seismic an Integrated  
Workflow Identifying Sweet Spots in the Liquids Rich 
Duvernay Formation Kaybob, Alberta, Canada

The Devonian Duvernay Formation is fast becoming one of the most active liquids-rich 
shale plays in North America. The play fairway extends over some 400 km from the 
Kaybob sub basin in the north to the Willesden Green Basin in the south. In the Kaybob  
region, the play has rapidly moved from an early exploration phase that began in late 
2010, to commercial multi-well pad development. With this evolution companies are 
actively evaluating and high grading their acreage integrating all aspects of geosciences  
from pore, to core, to log, to microseismic and ultimately to seismic scale.

Sedimentological and sequence stratigraphic work flows provide the starting point for 
developing a predictive geological and subsequently geophysical models delineating 
rock quality to reservoir quality relationships. Relative amounts of total organic carbon, 
biogenic silica, carbonate, and clay have a first order control on reservoir quality in the 
Duvernay and vary systematically (Dunn et al., 2013). The Duvernay can be classified 
into three end-member rock types that display decreasing reservoir quality from highly 
siliceous organic rich mudstones, argillaceous organic rich mudstones down to non-res-
ervoir carbonates.  The geographic and stratigraphic distributions of these lithofacies 
are controlled by the basin bathymetry and morphology (Fig. 1). (Dunn and Hummen-
juk 2014a).

Key petrophysical attributes differentiate the three main rock types within the Kaybob 
study area.  Cross plotting of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio logs indicated that 
the siliceous organic rich mudstone, argillaceous organic rich mudstone and carbonate 
lithologies are distinctly clustered. Utilizing a 3D seismic volume within the study area, 
these same petrophysical attributes can be generated through AVO inversion producing  
a Poisson’s ratio and a Young’s modulus volume (Dunn and Hummenjuk 2014b). In 
the absence of horizontal logs X-Ray Florence (XRF) on cuttings calibrated to core has 

Dr. Lindsay Dunn began her geoscience 
career at Edinburgh University in Scotland 
obtaining her BSc. She subsequently ob-
tained an MSc from the University of New 
Brunswick and a PhD from the University of 
Calgary. Upon graduating she has worked 
for various exploration and production 
companies in Calgary specializing in uncon-
ventional sedimentology and stratigraphy. 
For the last five years she has worked for 
Athabasca Oil Corporation and is currently 
the Geoscience Manager for the Light Oil 
Division responsible for the exploration and 
development of their Montney and Duvernay  
assets. Lindsay’s interests include uncon-
ventional reservoir characterization and 
well optimization utilizing sedimentological 
and stratigraphic principles. She was the 
recipient of the CSPG Link Award in 2015 
for best technical presentation at a Society 
luncheon. When she is not working Lindsay 
likes to spend her time with her family in the 
beautiful Canadian Rocky Mountains.

Lindsay Dunn



proven to be a fast, cheap and accurate tool to quantify rock properties along the well 
bore. Rock mechanical properties extracted along the well bore from the 3D volume 
show an excellent correlation to those calculated from XRF.

These integrated data sets have been used to place frac stages and show a good 
correlation between lithology, fracture treatment parameters and micro-seismic events. 
The results of this workflow enhances our understanding of the heterogeneity of the 
reservoir and how it relates to production and is being used to high grade acreage 
extracting maximizing net present value.
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Graduate Thesis Awards
Chairperson: Andre Chow

In 2017, 22 theses were submitted - 14 M.Sc. and 8 Ph.D. theses. The submission came from 11 universities across Canada and represented a wide 
range of topics. The winner of the 2017 Ph.D. thesis award is Yuefeng Shen, whose thesis, titled The Biosedimentary Systems and Diagenesis of an Or-
dovician Carbonate Ramp, Tarim Basin, NW China, was completed at Université Laval and supervised by Dr. Fritz Neuweiler (Université Laval, Québec) 
and Dr. Bingsong Yu (China University of Geosciences Beijing, China).

Dr. Shen’s thesis examined the Ordovician carbonate succession exposed in the northwestern Tarim Basin of the Xinjiang Uyghur 
Autonomous Region, NW China. His thesis, written in manuscript format (two of which are published), tackles four major issues 
related to the Great Ordovician Biodiversification event: 

I. The phylogenesis of organisms incertae sedis (published in Palaios, 2015). The typology, morphometry and microstructure of 
the mound-forming microproblematicum Halysis Høeg, 1932 is analyzed in detail and Shen concludes it represents a sipho-
nous green alga that acquired its low-magnesium calcite skeleton directly from Ordovician sea water. 

II. The paleodiversity of benthic primary producers calcareous algae and calcimicrobes, (published in CJES, 2016). In this section, 
regional and global paleobiodiversity curves for Ordovician primary producers are established for the very first time, and Shen 
shows the similarity to those curves derived from some herbivorous and suspension-feeding fossil groups (eleutherozoan echi-
noderms, gastropods).

III. The nature of authigenic sea-floor precipitates (automicrite) (to be published in Sedimentology). In this manuscript, Shen pro-
vides a new assessment of the origin of automicrite in Middle Ordovician calathid-demosponge carbonate mounds using the 
correlation of fluorescence and cathodoluminescence to indicate that induced and supported organomineralization produced 
automicrite. 

IV. Diagenesis in terms of porosity evolution and the geochemical record of environmental perturbations. In this final section, an 
effort was made to illustrate biosedimentary, diagenetic, and geochemical compartmentalization in the Middle to Late Or-
dovician carbonate succession of the northwestern Tarim Basin. Using a set of paragenetic sequences, component-specific 
geochemical sampling was performed to determine the variation of carbon and oxygen stable isotopic composition. Shen 
considers this variation in isotopic composition to be the result of an increasing burial rate of organic carbon (formation of hy-
drocarbon source rocks) and subsequent climatic cooling causing a biosedimentary turnover (sponges, crinoids versus benthic 
algae) along the Sandbian-Katian boundary interval. Compartmentalization in combination with the position of source rocks 
and cap rocks indicates that algal mounds of the lower Lianglitag Formation hold the best reservoir potential followed by 
sponge carbonate mounds and sponge biostromes of the Yijianfang Formation.

Committee: Lawrence Bernstein, Mary Borrero, Chuck Buckley, Mark Caplan, Tim de Freitas, Richard 
Evoy, Sid Leggett, Carmen Lee, Mark Mallamo, Sharlene Pollock, Terry Sami, Anne Sherman, Natalie 
Sweet, Martin Teitz, Michael Webb, Andrew Willis)



Overall, the PhD thesis of Yuefeng Shen has made some contributions to our under-
standing on the phylogenetic affinity of some Ordovician problematic fossils. For the 
first time, Dr. Shen’s thesis study established both global and regional biodiversity 
curves of Ordovician primary producers and systematically summarized various automi-
crites in the Ordovician calathid-demosponge carbonate mounds and discussed their 
non-microbial origins. His thesis provided a first construction of biosedimentary, diage-
netic and geochemical compartmentalization for the Ordovician carbonate successions 
of the Tarim Basin therefore predicting preferred exploration areas.

Yuefeng Shen obtained both his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees at China University of 
Geosciences Beijing. Dr. Shen is currently a Lecturer (assistant professor) at Hefei University 
of Technology in the School of Resources and Environmental Engineering (Hefei, China).

The recipient for the CSPG 2017 Outstanding MSc Thesis award is Heather A. Bain for her thesis 
titled Deep-Water Stratigraphic Evolution of The Nanaimo Group, Hornby and Denman Islands, 
British Columbia, supervised by Dr. Stephen Hubbard at the University of Calgary.  

In this field-based study, Heather examined spectacular shoreline exposures of Late 
Cretaceous submarine channel deposits from the western portion of the Strait of Geor-
gia. During the Campanian and Maastrichtian, this submarine conduit supplied clastic 
sediment into a forearc basin, remaining active for approximately 15 Ma. In describ-
ing one of the largest slope channel systems identified to date, at 1.5 km thick and 
almost 20 km in length, Heather recognized 10 distinct lithofacies. These consist of 
sandstones and conglomerates, interpreted as channel deposits deposited by turbidity 
currents and debris; as well as finer-grained rocks from lower-energy out-of-channel 
deposits. Sedimentological, stratigraphic, and paleoflow data acquired in the field 
were supplemented with lithological data from water wells in order to map the lateral 
distribution and stacking pattern of the channels within the complex. 

Heather’s research revealed that unlike a simple canyon fill, the Nanaimo Group strata 
represent a complex history with two main phases:  an older bypass phase typified by 
overlapping channel deposits and diachronous erosional surfaces, and an overlying 
aggradational phase of stacked channels. She provides compelling analogues (e.g. 
Indus Fan) based on seismic surveys of these active siliciclastic systems. Further out-
crop evidence of features imaged seismically from modern fans, such as degradational 
terraces and knickpoint migration, bolster the interpretation.

This examination of a large-scale, long-
lived slope channel system is of par-
ticular interest to members who work 
on deep-water siliciclastic plays; they 
are encouraged to view the complete 
thesis (https://prism.ucalgary.ca/han-
dle/11023/3342). Heather’s work stood 
out from a strong field of contenders in 
the way she was able to apply her outcrop 
observations of this ancient succession to 
modern submarine slope channels. These 
are usually inaccessible beyond seismic 
imaging, yet current targets for hydrocar-
bon exploration. Clear writing, as well as 
excellent photographs and illustrations, 
support the development of her conclu-
sions.  

The committee did not change much this 
year with a couple of members not par-
ticipating due to work commitments. The 
committee members are thanked for their 
continued dedication through chang-
ing times which has seen about half of 
the members change their job situation. 
Candace Jones, from the CSPG Office, is 
thanked for her behind the scenes sup-
port. As usual the committee is always 
looking for new members interested 
in joining the committee. Participation 
provides members with an opportunity 
to keep up to date with current university 
research.  If you are interested in serving 
on next year’s committee, please contact 
Andre Chow or any of the committee 
members for additional details.



Young Geoscience Professionals
Chair: Colin Etienne

2018 marked the start of a new chapter for the Young Geoscience Professionals com-
mittee. During the first full year of the committees work, we were able to host 8 events 
across a range of topics. With a broad mandate to generate new events targeted spe-
cifically towards young professionals, we were able to experiment and test new ideas 
for the society.

The year started off with the first of two resume workshops. With over 25 students and 
young professionals in attendance, it was a great opportunity to come together and 
receive feedback on resumes and share knowledge around recruiting. It also provided 
an opportunity for the attendees to have conversations with the senior managers of 
companies who were able to walk them through the common pitfalls young profession-
als face during the recruiting process. The event was such a rousing success that it was 

offered a second time in October, where 
it had earned the support of Repsol who 
sponsored the event allowing the commit-
tee to grow the workshop’s size.

The YGP committee also organized a 
speaker series in 2018 that gave a plat-
form for young professionals to develop 
their presentation skills and showcase 
their projects, as well as to hear talks from 
senior industry leaders about important 
career aspects for working in the energy 
industry. Starting in May Colin Etienne 
kicked off the speaker series with his talk 
Pumping Iron: Pyrite Dissolution and its 
Implications for Formation Damage. In 
June Matt Abram gave a talk titled SAGD 
Experiences at Devon’s Jackfish In-situ 
Project. Then in September Dennis Ellison 
presented Qualitative Comparisons of 
Surface Deformation over a SAGD Reser-
voir in Alberta. The lectures for 2018 were 
rounded out with Astrid Arts present-
ing on The Future of the Oil Industry In 
Canada. These talks were a great oppor-
tunity to help the YP presenters develop, 
and drew audiences of students, young 
professionals, and even senior industry 
specialists to find out what new work 
was being undertaken. This program is 
planned to continue in 2019, and if you 
are a young professional with a talk that 
you would like to give (or if you have a 
young professional colleague with a talk 



you would like them to give) please reach out to the YGP Committee as we are looking 
to build our speaker list  
for the year.

The annual Young Geoscientists Reception was held on November 8 at the Unicorn, 
and brought together over 35 geoscientists from the upstream, market research, and 
service sectors to share a drink and develop new connections. The reception was spon-
sored by Chinook Consulting, and was a great opportunity to meet other YGP’s from 
across all aspects of the energy industry in Calgary.

Lastly, 2018 was a continuation of the YGP’s collaborations with other groups. On 
August 9th the YGP Committee partnered with the University Outreach Committee to 
run a joint field trip. The trip was led by Kevin Root and went to Jura Creek, where the 
attendees looked at the classic Paleozoic section found along the valley. As well, on 
December 13 the YGP continued its involvement in the Intersociety Holiday Network-
ing Event. This event brings together the young professionals from the CSPG, the So-
ciety of Petroleum Engineers, the Young Professionals in Energy, the Young Pipeliners 
Association of Canada, the World Petroleum Council, the Canadian Society of Explo-
ration Geophysicists, and the American Association of Petroleum Geologists to share 
a drink over the holidays and build networks beyond each groups specialization. The 
event was sponsored by Technip FMP and we are grateful for their support of these 
joint initiatives.

The YGP Committee would also like to thank the companies who have sponsored our 
work this year. Without the support of Repsol and Chinook Consulting many of our 
events would not have been possible and we are thankful for their sponsorship and 
support throughout the year.

In 2019 the YGP Committee is looking to continue to grow, and organize new events 
for the young professionals of the CSPG. If you are interested in volunteering with the 
group, or have an idea for a new event you would like to see run, I encourage you to 
reach out to the committee.



Publications
2017/2018



Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology
Bernard Guest, University of Calgary &  
Hairuo Qing, Professor, Ph.D., P. Geo, University of Regina

The Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology released four issues of the journal from 
September 2017 to August 2018. September and December’s issues were standard 
Bulletin releases which included four peer-reviewed papers. The March and June Bulletin 
issues were each themed issues focusing on the Montney Play of Western Canada. 
Volume 1 of the Montney special issue included 14 peer-reviewed papers and Volume 
2 included 9 peer-reviewed papers. Guest editors were brought in to manage the two 
Montney publications: Tom Moslow, Tristan Euzen and Mark Caplan. 

The Reservoir Magazine
EDITORS

Jason Frank, Athabasca Oil Corp. &  
Travis Hobbs, Encana Corp.

The CSPG Reservoir released six issues of the magazine from September 2017 to  
August 2018. Each issue was themed around the material collected for it. Both the 
September/October and November/December issues were themed around Academia 
with articles coming from Queen’s University, University of Alberta and University of Utah.  
January/February’s issue focused on Resources Available to the Working Geologist, 
March/April’s was focused on Hydrogeology, May/June included session and abstract 
highlights from the upcoming GeoConvention and Core Conference, and the final 
issue of the fiscal year, July/August, was themed around GeoFun!



GeoCalendar 2018
Written By: Markus Ebner

The 2018 CSPG Geological Calendar is fresh off the press and included with December’s  
issue of The Reservoir. This year’s calendar is sure to impress once again with 12 geo-
logical images from our society’s members. With 105 entries this year (down 40 from 
last year) selection of the 12 finalists was still challenging and competitive.

The 2018 Calendar displays geological wonders around the world and this year 5 finalist  
photos also happen to be Canadian. The cover photo by Gord Hurlburt (voted Best 
Photo), shows us the close-up intricacies of ancient algal stromatolites from Waterton 
Lakes National Park, Alberta. This year’s subcategory of best modern carbonate photo 
was nabbed by Wayne Laturnas, for his underwater shot of elkhorn coral in the Bahamas.  

Two entries from Death Valley, California 
made it in this year, highlighting the stark 
contrasts of the desert environment, from 
sand dunes to saltpans, submitted by long  
time contributors Gary Prost and Jerry 
Osborn, respectively. A wonderful aerial 
shot of modern tectonism in action was 
submitted by Brad Barrie of a spreading 
center at Thingvellir, Iceland. These high-
light only the tip of the iceberg for this 
year’s amazing calendar.

I would like to thank Dr. Clint Tippett for 
his time spent on the judging committee 
with the selection of this year’s winners. 
Applying his keen geological eye and his 
critical role with the editing of the geolog-
ical descriptions are appreciated. Emma 
MacPherson, our Publications Coordina-
tor, is thanked once again orchestrating 
this project and making it come together 
year after year.

The CSPG would like to thank all the 
members that took the time to submit their 
photos to this year’s contest. We would 
not be able to have such a great calendar 
without the time and efforts our members 
submitting their photographic talents.  

The 2018 CSPG Geological Calendar 
should keep you captivated throughout 
the year, and hopefully offer you inspira-
tion to submit again next year. Enjoy and 
have a spectacular 2018.



Sporting Events
2017/2018



Road Race/Fun Run 2017
20 Sep 2017  |  Chair: Jocelyn Frankow

CSPG/CSEG/CAPL Run
AND THEY’RE OFF!!!

Running for the cup. One trophy cup is presented to each female and male 1st place finisher in each of the CSPG, CSEG and CAPL cat-
egories. Winners have their name engraved on the trophy and are permitted to display the trophy in their office for the following year. 

It was a great day for running the annual 10km race as well as the 5km fun run, both of which are co-sponsored by the CSPG, CSEG 
and CAPL. There was a downpour at 5pm, but thankfully it slowed to a light sprinkle after that. As a result, the cooler weather made 
for great running.  The route seemed like an obstacle course at times with construction equipment, short gravel sections and detours 
along the pathway. Thankfully there were no injuries, and the many volunteers were there to warn and guide runners throughout the 
wandering route.   

The late registration available until the day before the race, as well as the positive direction of the economy throughout 2017, ensured 
a 30% increase in numbers over 2016. Sponsorship increased as well over 2016, and we would like to thank all of the following spon-
sors for their support:

Platinum geoLOGIC Systems
Silver Pulse Seismic, Belloy Petroleum Consulting Ltd., MEG Energy, Earth Signal Processing Ltd., Velvet Energy, Ember Resources   
Bronze Typhoon Energy Ltd., ProGeo Consultants, RigSat Communications, Sensor Seismic Solutions Ltd. 
In-Kind Supporters Gray Family Eau Claire YMCA, Gord’s Running Store and Komarevich Originals Ltd.   

Many of the sponsors are returning companies who have sponsored the event year over year. There were 2 new sponsors for 2017.  
We sincerely appreciate the sponsorship from the companies which allows us to set up this fun, premier event.  

Sponsorship dollars combined with entry fees provides a t-shirt, 2 beers along with a pasta & pizza dinner, draw prizes, award prizes 
and a sock toss. Thanks to Typhoon Energy Ltd.’s sponsorship, the return of the sock toss was a popular event with people leaping 
to catch socks in mid-air. The wrap up at the Garage, where food and drink were served and awards presented, was well received.  



The 10 km winners receive a Komarevich award, a Gord’s Running Room gift card and their names are forever etched onto the trophy. 
The 5km fun run winners receive a Komarevich award and a Gord’s Running Room gift card.  The following were race winners for the 
different events:

For Winner Name Time

CSPG & Overall Winner
1st Place Female

Holly Ratzlaff 44:50

CSPG & Overall Winner
1st Place Male

Michael Kondro 37:09

CSEG
1st Place Female

Sara Dobek 48:22

CSEG
1st Place Male

Franck Delbecq 39:12

CAPL
1st Place Male

Justin Kangarloo 40:07

10km

For Winner Name Time

1st Place Female Tina Donkers 28:35

1st Place Male Douglas Kondro 19:17

5km

Thanks to the sponsors, the Race committee, runners, race volunteers and the CSPG office with support from Kristy Casebeer, for 
making it a competitive as well as a fun event.



Mixed Golf Tournament 2018
Co-Chairs: David Middleton and Brenda Pearson

SMOKE AND RAIN FOR THE 2018 CSPG MIXED GOLF TOURNAMENT 

The 29th Annual CSPG Mixed Golf tournament was held 24 August under smoke ob-
scured skies, at least until the rain hit at 9:45 am. Unfortunately, even though the radar 
was showing a clearing, with the cold wind and soaked participants the decision was 
made to call the tournament part way through and go with a 9 hole score to deter-
mine the winners. We are pleased to report on an increase in participation, but regret 
the fact that while we had over 20 days of hot, dry weather on the days preceding our 
tournament, it could not stay around for a nice day for the CSPG golfers!

The 96 CSPG members, sponsors and guests who managed to driver their golf balls 
through the driving rain and wind did manage to turn in score cards to the Lynx Ridge 
pro-shop, who managed to calculate the golf teams performances over a 9 hole match. 
This was tricky given how every team started on a different hole, but needless to say, 
we did declare the eventual winners. The team low net trophy and tournament winner 
was the team of Brenda Pearson, Brian Fyke, Richard Klippenstein and Michelle Thoms. 
The low gross score trophy was taken by the team of Jerry Babiuk, Terry Phillips, Cath-
erine Babiuk and Rachel Lea, and the Spirit Award “fossil coprolite” trophy went to the 
most honest team of Tiffiny Yaxley, Jessica Beal, Angela Galipeault and Jacey Neuman.

We recognize how our great sponsors came through for this year, and we appreciate 
each and every one of them. The on-course beverage cart was sponsored by geoLOG-
IC Systems, who provided much appreciated drinks and food throughout the course. 
All teams enjoyed a hot breakfast provided by, used golf carts sponsored by Chinook 
Consulting Services, and benefited from visiting hospitality tents and skill/challenge 
contests provided by the ProGEO beat the hack (Scott Thain) on hole #5, AGAT Lab-
oratories Hole-in-One contest on #17and the BrokerLink meet and greet on hole #10. 
Prize holes were additionally sponsored by Belloy Petroleum Consulting, Birchcliff 
Energy and MJ Systems. We certainly appreciated the prize donations of two sets of 
clubs and two putters by Typhoon Energy (Foon Der), the wine, golf balls and caps /
shirts/touques by Stirling Merchant Capital (William Sattlegger), the emergency car kits 
and golf balls donated by Hawk Machine Works (David Clyde), the wine donated by 
Sylvan Safety Services (Stacey Rosentreter), the shirts from McLeay Geological Consul-



tants (Jerry Babiuk), Radium Golf for 4 from Trimble Engineering Associates (Randy Smith), the coffee mugs/hats and notebooks from 
Rockhound Advisory Corp (Tyler Toltan-Ropchan), the coffee mugs from Canadian Discovery (Tiffiny Yaxley) and the always popular 
Belloy Petroleum Consultants (Brian Fyke) cooler filled with beer.

During the delicious banquet carved beef dinner, the pictures taken by GeoLOGIC were shown on the large screen for all to enjoy. 
Belloy Petroleum’s weekend survival kit of a cooler filled with beer was won by Thomas Weedmark, and Michelle Thoms and Kevin 
Webb won the golf club sets donated by Typhoon Energy. In the end, the members, guests, sponsor players and representatives 
enjoyed a great day catching up with colleagues, making new friends, and succeeded in delivering $1500 to support the educational 
and outreach activities of the CSPG.

I would like to thank the many sponsors, golfers, and the greens-keeping, pro shop and catering team at Lynx Ridge Golf course 
and especially the fine organizing committee of co-chair Brenda Pearson (registration), Norm Hopkins (trophies), Jeff Boissonneault 
(sponsorship & signage), Tiffiny Yaxley (sponsorship) and our CSPG office support from Kristy Casebeer. A big thank you to the 
geoLOGIC team and to ProGEO Consultants for all the pictures taken at the event. Hopefully, by the time this is published, all the 
pictures taken by various groups will be on the CSPG website.

Attending members and sponsors overwhelmingly expressed their enthusiastic support for continuation of the event, and we will 
plan for the tournament in 2019. We look forward to your attendance at next year’s tournament tentatively set for Friday, 23 August 
2019 as we celebrate the 30th Annual tournament.

Classic Golf Tournament 2018
Chair: George Ardies

Squash Tournament 2018
Chair: Jay Williams

The 35th annual CSPG Squash Tournament was held from February 1 – 3, 2018 at the Bow Valley Club in downtown Calgary.

 The 2018 CSPG Classic Golf Tournament was held June 21, 2018 at the Elbow Springs Golf Club in Calgary.
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Career Achievement Awards
Stanley Slipper Gold Medal 
For Outstanding Career Contributions to Oil and Gas Exploration in Canada

Alison Essery 

Honourary Membership 
For Distinguished Service to the Society

Mark Cooper
James Dixon

Technical Awards
R.J.W. Douglas Medal
For Outstanding Contributions to the Understanding of Sedimentary Geology in Canada

David Morrow

Link Award
For Best Presentation – Technical Luncheon Series

Paul Durkin
“Revisiting Fluvial Meander-belt Deposits with Implications for Interpretations of the McMurray Forma-
tion”, CSPG Technical Luncheon, 14 Sep 2016

Medal of Merit
For Best Paper Related to Canadian Petroleum Geology

Mark Barton

“The Architecture and Variability of Valley-fill Deposits within the Cretaceous McMurray Formation, Shell 
Albian Sands Lease, Northeast Alberta”, published in the Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology, Vol. 64 
(2016), No. 2. (June), Pages 166-198

Recognition of 2017 Awards were held at 
two separate events in 2018. The Presi-
dent’s Reception was held on April 30 to 
recognize Service and Volunteer awards, 
while higher Volunteer Awards were 
presented at various Technical Luncheons 
throughout the Spring of 2018. Technical 
Awards will presented at the Industry 
Speaker Luncheon on May 1. The Industry 
Speaker Luncheon featured 2017 Stanley 
Slipper award recipient Alison Essery 
giving her talk on “Chasing Highs and 
Lows”. Following tradition, the Honorary 
Membership awards were presented that 
evening at the annual Long Time  
Members Reception.



Volunteer Awards
President’s Award
For Outstanding Service by a CSPG Member

Tony Cadrin

H.M. Hunter Award
For Distinguished Service to the Society

Colin Yeo and Travis Hobbs

Tracks Award
For Members who have set New Standards of Excellence

David Morrow and Nawras Akkad

Service Awards
For Members who have Served the Society for Over Five Years

Norbert Alwast
George Ardies
Astrid Arts
Peter Aukes
Ryan Axani
Bill Ayrton
Olena Babak
Philip Benham
Tim Bird
Jeff Boissonneault
Mary Luz Borrero
Darin Brazel
Carson Brown
Chuck Buckley
Gary Bugden
Jean-Yves Chatellier

Andre Chow
Andrew Cook
Thomas Cox
Barrie Dargie
Tim De Freitas
Foon Der
Noel Devere-Ben-
nett
Steve Donaldson
Tina Donkers
Eva Drivet
Dave Drover
James Duggan
Kyle Durocher
Markus Ebner
Nanna Eliuk

Marc Enter
Richard Evoy
Peter Fermor
Pat Fothergill
Jocelyn Frankow
Lloyd Freeman
Milovan Fustic
David Garner
Sasan Ghanbari
Chad Glemser
Darcie Greggs
Tony Hamblin
Dale Hardcastle
Tim Hartel
Peter Hay
Brian Heste

Norman Hopkins
Kristy Howe
Wim Jalink
Samantha Jones
Melanie Klucker
Ross Kukulski
Shawn Lafleur
Sid Leggett
Leena Markatchev
Ryan Martin
Jane Marzetti
Darin McCollum
Heidi McDonald
Ian McIlreath
Ben McKenzie
Margot McMechan

Les McMillan
David Middleton
Steve Minions
Kevin Morrison
Jacey Neumann
Eric Niven
Jon Noad
Jennifer Noade
Rob North
Darcy Novak
Brenda Pearson
Frank Pogubila
Brian Pratt
Weishan Ren
Claude Ribordy
Cindy Robinson

Kristin Rohr
Kevin Root
Terry Sami
Jesse Schoengut
Megan Simons
Randy Smith
Geoffrey Speers
Vern Stasiuk
Glen Stockmal
Martin Teitz
Scott Thain
Damien Thenin
Gerald Wendland
Jay Williams
Andrew Willis



Lindsey Abbott
Leye Adeboye
Nawras Akkad
Kurt Armbruster
Ryan Baker
Kent Barrett
Nadine Beaudoin
Victoria Biersteker
Carey Boucher
Sonia Brar
Ryan Brenner
Harrison Brown
Robin Buckley
Whitney Bysterveld
Ricardo Castellanos
Maria Castillo Toro
Shawna Christensen
David Chunn
Lindsay Dunn
Mona Enachescu

Phil Esslinger
Colin Etienne
Shadi Fattahi
Martin Fowler
Amy Fox
Jason Frank
Adam Fraser
Ray Geuder
Mark Gierus
Stephen Grasby
Meriem Grifi Dennis
Omid Haeri-Arda-
kani
Michelle Hawke
Brad Hayes
Caterina Heikkinen
David Hills
Travis Hobbs
Greg Hu
Vanessa Huey

Kirby Huey
Nicole Hunter
Ian Hutcheon
David James
Brad Johnston
Brittan Jones
Jürgen Kraus
Melissa Kuechler
Brent Kuntz
Kelty Latos
Jason Lavigne
Carmen Lee
Stacia Leonard
Jason Levesque
David Lipinski
Rochelle Longval
Adam MacDonald
Lynne Maillet
Heather Makowecki
Jennifer Martin

Glen McCrimmon
Adrienne McDougall
Ryan McKay
Megan Miller
Ben Montgomery
Andy Mort
Alexandra Nagy
Rachel Newrick
Scott Norlin
Natalia Noskova
Taylor Olson
Ada Opene
Kirk Osadetz
Kelsea Pedersen
Russ Phillips
Jenna Phillips
George Pinckney
Simon Poirier
Sharlene Pollock
Andrei Popescu

Ken Potma
Mary-Ellen Price
Hairuo Qing
Mark Radomski
Kamal Rae
Indy Raychaudhuri
Melanie Regehr
Aaron Reimchen
Gerry Reinson
Cynthia Sawatzky
Armin Schafer
Tyler Schmidt
Jennifer Scott
Anne Sherman
Brant Skibsted
Catherine Skilliter
Kelly Skuce
Heather Slavinski
Laurie Slezak
Randy Smith

Meghan Speers
Tony Stadnyk
Larry Strong
Steve Sturrock
Natalie Sweet
Brian Tuffs
Jeanine Vany
Michael Wamsteeker
Jack Wendte
Gordon Williams
Melissa Williams
Jamie Wills
Richard Wong
Denise Yee
Tanya Yeomans

Volunteer Awards
For Members who have Served the Society for up to Five Years



Student Awards

Regional Graduate Student Scholarships

Malcolm MacDougall  
(Supervised by Alexander Braun and Georgia Fotopoulos at Queen’s University).  
Thesis title: “Differential Glacial Isostatic Adjustment Across the Grand Banks and the Impact on Hydrocarbon Migration”

Skye Lybbert  
(Supervised by Murray Gingras and Clayton Deutsch at University of Alberta).  
Thesis title: “Geological and Geostatistical Analysis of the Lean Zones of the Cretaceous Mannville at Long Lake Alberta, Canada”

Dane Synnott  
(Supervised by Per Kent Pedersen and Keith Dewing at University of Calgary).  
Thesis title: “Organic Matter Evolution from Diagenesis to Catagenesis and Implications for Hydrocarbon Resource Potential and 
the Carbon Cycle”

Graduate Thesis Award

BEST PHD

Yuefeng Shen  
(Supervised by Fritz Neuweiler at Université Laval)  
“Biosedimentary Systems and Diagenesis of an Ordovician Carbonate Ramp, Tarim Basin, NW China”

BEST MSC

Heather Bain  
(Supervised by Dr. Stephen Hubbard at University of Calgary)  
“Deep-water Stratigraphic Evolution of the Nanaimo Group, Hornby and Denman Islands, British Columbia”



Membership
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History & Archives Committee
Chair: Clint Tippett

The Committee continues to look forward to the 2027 Centennial celebration of the 
CSPG. Although no firm plans are yet in place, some seed money has been allocated 
by the CSPG Foundation to start preparations for this significant event in the belief that 
describing our activities for that period since 1927 and enhancing our sense of accom-
plishment is an important aspect of petroleum geoscience education in Canada. Dis-
cussions with the office about plans to preserve the history of the CSPG for the period 
2003 to 2027, that is to say the final quarter century leading up to the CSPG Centenni-
al following in the footsteps of the 2002 book about the CSPG up to that point entitled 
“Field Notes”. This may involve a renewal of a program to interview Past-Presidents and 
to ensure the preservation of our vital records. The work is ongoing with identification 
of a clear set of deliverables being essential to the success of the project. Ongoing 
archival standards and processes continue to be the bailiwick of the CSPG’s office staff 
as a part of their ongoing business.

Membership
 
At the end of fiscal year 2017-2018, CSPG had a total of 2,637 active members in the 
following categories:

Membership Type Number of Members
Full  1,490
Associate  184
In Transition Full  176
In Transition Associate  20
Recent Graduate  53
Emeritus  120
Honourary  57
Student  513
In Transition Student  24



GeoWomen
Co-Chairs: Jocelyn Keith-Asante and Mandy Williams

Date Speaker Title
 13 Sep 2017 Hilary Foulkes The Power of Entropy in Building a Career

 5 Oct 2017 Vanessa Stockbrugger Building Your Financial Strength

 13 Dec 2017 Erin Poeta, Roger Serin, 
Janel Young

Panel Discussion: Boardroom Diversity and its Impacts on Energy Investments

 12 Feb 2018 Astrid Arts The Future of the Oil Industry in Canada

 19 Mar 2018 Julia McElgunn Reinventing Your Career

 14 May 2018 Susan R. Eaton, Alicia 
Bjarnason, Catherine 
McAteer, Dr. Dianna 
Campbell-Smit

Panel Discussion:  GeoWomen #MeToo and #TimesUp Survey

 11 Jun 2018 Amanda Obodovsky How to Not Just Survive, But Thrive During a Downturn in the Industry: A Case Study 
of My Life and What I Have Done to Thrive in the Past 5 Years

GeoMatch
Chair: Nawras Akkad

Date Speaker Title
 28 Mar 2018 Magda Ciulavu Introduction to Oil Sands

 6 Jun 2018 Astrid Arts The Future of the Oil Industry in Canada



David Clyde

CSPG Foundation
By: David Clyde, Foundation Chairman

Welcome to the season where a good 
many charities begin their fundraising for 
the year. You may know WHAT the CSPG 
Foundation does year in and year out and 
HOW it does it, but do you know WHY 
our charitable organization has done this 
for the last 40 years?

The CSPG Foundation was created in 
1978 under the name of the CSPG Fiftieth 
Anniversary Trust Fund. It was established 
to fund the two-week Student Industry 
Field Trip, commonly known as SIFT. 

While conducting a recruiting trip to Mar-
itime universities in 1976, CSPG member 
Bill Ayrton gained first-hand experience 
on the lack of knowledge about western 
Canadian geology and the oil industry. 
The top students he encountered were 
very knowledgeable about their area, but 
when asked what they knew about the 

Precambrian Shield the answer was very often “Well, not very much, I know it’s very old 
and it’s got minerals in it.” “So, we put together a committee,” Ayrton says, “we raised 
about half a million dollars from industry and donations and we put on the first Student 
Industry Field Trip. It’s gone every year since with one student from every university 
across Canada.” The first SIFT began with a desire to expose young geoscientists to 
the oil patch for a week. It ran in May of 1977 and it has grown into a two-week trip 
that introduces thirty-two top students to a range of activities including lectures, field 
trips, core workshops and an exploration game.1  

From its initial funding support of SIFT, the CSPG Foundation has expanded its funding 
of other educational related programs to comply with charity guidelines. Currently we 
are funding 13 unique programs (both CSPG and non-CSPG) that meet and exceed the  
Foundation’s charitable mandate. This year the Trustees have approved a $200,000 
budget for the 2018-2019 fiscal year. The approval process requires the programs and/
or committees who requested funding to provide the trustees of the Foundation with a  
thought-out budget and business case. This approval process provides the board with 
clear and concise information to be able to commit to and support the approved funding.

The Foundation is currently comprised of a board of six trustees. Why we do we vol-
unteer as trustees for the CSPG Foundation? One could chalk it up to several different 
reasons. Among them are passion, experience gained from working on a board or 
pride in being a CSPG member.



We, as a board have had to make several key decisions over the past year. Some of 
these were done to provide the Foundation with tools for future board members to en-
sure continuity and a process to make consistent decisions within the rules for operat-
ing a registered charity. However, we need your help to raise the profile of the Founda-
tion now and into the future. I am sure that we as members of the CSPG have a certain 
amount of “Pride of Membership” and would be willing to assist. As the year draws 
to a close, please remember to make your donation before December 31 in order to 
receive a tax receipt for 2018. I would also like you to consider and explore reasons for 
volunteering – put your name forward to be considered for a position as a Trustee with 
the CSPG Foundation.

Many members have shown a willingness to ensure the future of the CSPG Foundation 
with a bequest upon their passing of one or two percent of the net residual of their es-
tate. We encourage members to contemplate this and please contact the CSPG office 
should you wish to leave your legacy.

After over ten years of volunteerism to various CSPG committees, I have a confidence 
that the Foundation will continue to be an important source of funding for geoscience 
energy-related educational programs into the future because of your pride in your 
membership. Thank you for supporting the CSPG Foundation.

REFERENCE
1Paragraph pulled from pg. 32 

Field Notes, the story of the Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists, 1927-2002” by D Finch, Can Soc Petrol Geol 

Diamond Jubilee Convention June 3-7, 2002, 60 pages



Samarium Sponsor

Diamond Sponsors Titanium Sponsors

Thank you
to all of our sponsors!



Silver Sponsors

Platinum Sponsor Gold Sponsors

Thank you
to all of our sponsors!



Thank you
to all of our sponsors!

Bronze Sponsors



Corporate Supporters
Baker Hughes Calgary
RIGSAT Communications
PERM Inc.
RIGSAT Communications
Weatherford Canada Partnership
Birchcliff Energy Ltd.
Geovariances
Canadian Natural Resources Ltd.
Earth Signal Processing Ltd.
Enersoft Inc.
Freehold Royalities Partnership
Pason Systems
RBC Securities
Roke Technologies Ltd.
RSEG
Core Laboratories
Rockwell Consulting
RPS Energy Canada

Trican Laboratories
RPS Energy Canada Ltd.
SeisWare
Rocking Horse Energy Services
Pulse Seismic Inc
Typhoon Energy Ltd.
Canacol Energy Ltd.
CAPL
Clear Directional Drilling Solutions
Continental Labs
Cordax Evaluation Technologies
DHVI
Geo-Steertng Solutions
McDaniel & Associates Consultants
MEG Energy Corp.
Petrocraft Products Ltd.
RECON PetroTechnologies
RECOPetro

Roke Technologies
Saguaro Resources
Schlumberger Canada Limited
Sensor Geophysical Ltd.
CoreSearch
Keitech Consulting
NAL REsources
Midwest Surveys
Point Loma
Signature Seismic Processing Inc.
XRF Solutions Ltd
Kalahari Energy Corp.
Stoked Oats
Weatherford Laboratories Ltd.
Continental Laboratories Ltd.
Shale Petroleum

Thank you
to all of our supporters!
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